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divorce in 2023 
Exploring how adults in England & Wales 
feel about divorce and dissolution.



There is no doubt that the rate of divorce and dissolution1   
has increased markedly in England & Wales in recent years.  
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The Office for National Statistics 
reported a 9.6% increase in 2021, 
with 113,505 divorces granted in 
England & Wales compared to 
103,592 in 2020. 

Much noise has been made around 
the impact of the pandemic on 
these figures, but there are other 
external factors at play in recent 
times. Not only have we seen the 
introduction of ‘no fault’ divorce, 
but we are now in the midst of a 
cost of living crisis. 

So how do these external factors 
play into adults’ decision making 
when it comes to divorce and 
dissolution?

We sought to find out with this 
survey; uncovering the thoughts, 
feelings and actions of adults 

in England & Wales, whether (i) 
considering divorce/dissolution, 
(ii) already going through divorce/
dissolution, or (iii) when it is not 
even on the agenda. 

What is clear is that, whilst the 
current cost of living crisis is 
having an impact on decision 
making, the findings also raise a 
warning sign that public opinion 
and public policy are out of step 
with each other when it comes to 
whether behaviour should impact 
a financial settlement. 

As Family Lawyers, it is our 
responsibility to guide our clients 
through the process to minimise 
conflict and cost and ensure a good 
outcome for them from both a 
financial and practical perspective.

1 Reference to “dissolution” is to dissolution of a civil partnership.



The findings 
Executive summary

The cost of living crisis is making adults 
think about divorce/dissolution differently 

• Over half of adults in England & Wales 
would consider postponing divorce or 
dissolution as a result of the current 
economic climate

Amicability is high on the agenda

• Just over a third of adults consider it  
as one of the most important aspects  
of a settlement

Legal representation is no longer a must  
in all separations

• Just over a quarter of 35-44 year olds are 
now less likely to appoint a solicitor

Splitting up does not mean moving out

• On average, adults would consider 
remaining in the same property as their 
spouse for ten months

Behaviour still matters

• Just over seven in ten adults think the financial 
settlement should take their partner’s behaviour, 
such as being unfaithful, into account



Just under eight in ten adults who are 
married with dependent children and 
already considering divorce would think 
about divorce differently

The impact of the cost of living crisis

Over half of adults in England & Wales 
would think about divorce differently now 
compared to a year ago

Women are more likely to think about 
divorce differently

60%

65%
women

55%
men

Eight in ten adults aged 65+ wouldn’t think 
about divorce differently

79%



Over half of adults would consider postponing divorce or dissolution as a result 
of the current economic climate

• This rises to just over two thirds for 18-24 year olds 

•  Those who are married and considering divorce with dependent children are 
more likely to consider postponing divorce than any other demographic

The recent cost of living crisis has led to greater 
concerns about financial impact for just under half 
of those who now think about divorce differently

73%

67%

57%Adults in England & Wales

18-24 year olds

Married with dependent children

49%



The legal landscape

29%
are less likely to 

consider divorce

Just over a fifth of those who think about 
divorce differently thanks to the cost of living 
crisis are now less likely to appoint a solicitor

Over a quarter of those considering or in 
the process of divorce are now less likely to 
consider it thanks to the introduction of  
‘no fault’ divorce

1 in 6 (16%) adults do not think it is important to have legal 
representation when going through a divorce

21%
are now less likely to 

appoint a solicitor 



Ownership of pets is more 
important for women than 
men, with just over a fifth 
female recipients selecting it 
as one of the most important 
aspects of a divorce/
dissolution settlement, as 
opposed to 15% of men

Settlement considerations – what’s important

The most important aspects of a divorce/dissolution settlement 
for adults are:

24%

24%

27%

18%

34%

43%

21%

14%

14%

12%

Children’s emotional/social needs 

Amicability

Speed of resolution

Agreeing to fair maintenance payments

Giving/receiving property

Apportionment of belongings e.g. cars, art, furniture etc. 

Ownership of pets

Giving/receiving shared investments

Giving/receiving a lump sum of money

Giving/receiving pension

80.1%

Almost half of adults would 
not expect to split pensions 
in divorce/dissolution 
settlements 

Just over 7 in 10 of adults 
think the financial settlement 
should take their partner’s 
behaviour, such as being 
unfaithful, into account

21% 43% 71%



Living arrangements 

Over a third of those who are now thinking about divorce 
differently have greater concern over their ability to set up 
living arrangements thanks to the cost of living crisis

*Yes (net) – including all ‘Yes’ answer options combined 

On average, adults would consider remaining in the 
same property as their spouse post-divorce/dissolution 
for 10 months

38%

64%

62%

Almost two thirds* of adults would consider remaining in 
the same property as their spouse post-divorce/dissolution

Just under two thirds of those with dependent children 
would consider “nesting” if they were to divorce/separate 
from their partner 



Birketts is a full 
service, UK Top 50 law 
firm. With a heritage 
spanning 160 years, 
we have more than 
500 lawyers and 
legal professionals 
based in Cambridge, 
Chelmsford, Ipswich, 
London, Norwich and 
Sevenoaks.  

Birketts and Family Law

We advise businesses, government and public sector organisations  
and individuals in the UK and internationally across four principal 
practice groups: property, corporate services, litigation and private  
client advisory. 

We are defined by our next level law proposition. We work with our 
clients as a proactive partner, horizon scanning and thinking ahead  
to the changes, challenges or opportunities that they may face. 

Our family lawyers are members of Resolution and include accredited 
specialists, mediators, collaborative practitioners and Family Law 
Arbitrators who can provide family law advice and support which  
best suits a client’s particular needs and helps them reach their goals.

We also specialise in Relationship Agreements which help clients to 
plan the financial side of their marriage or cohabitation. Prenuptial 
Agreements are now very common. 

Part of our job is to provide clear family law advice about the various 
legal processes which are available – mediation, collaboration, 
constructive negotiation and court proceedings. 

For more information, visit:  
www.birketts.co.uk/service/family-services-individual/   
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